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Introduction
Introduction
from
from
Soma Analytics
Soma Analytics
“Our employees “Our
are our
employees
most precious
are our
asset”.
most precious asset”.
We frequently hear
Wethis
frequently
statement
hear
from
thisCEOs,
statement from CEOs,
chairpersons andchairpersons
even politicians
and across
even politicians
the
across the
UK at press conferences
UK at press
andconferences
within annualand within annual
reports. After all, reports.
it is employees
After all,that
it isinnovate,
employees that innovate,
solve problems, close
solve deals
problems,
and create
close deals
GDP. and create GDP.
However, unlike every
However,
otherunlike
asset,
every
employees
other asset, employees
only show up indirectly
only show
on aup
company’s
indirectly on a company’s
balance sheet. And
balance
it is not
sheet.
directly
Andclear
it is not
howdirectly clear how
“healthy” that asset
“healthy”
is on the
thatbasis
assetofisthe
on the basis of the
company’s annual
company’s
report. So,
annual
are employees
report. So, are employees
healthy, do they feel
healthy,
motivated,
do theydo
feel
they
motivated,
thrive? do they thrive?
This report can be
This
understood
report canasbea understood
first step to as a first step to
better understanding
betterthe
understanding
environment the
thatenvironment that
today's FTSE 100
today's
companies
FTSEcreate
100 companies
to foster create to foster
the health, and especially
the health,the
and
mental
especially
health,
the
ofmental health, of
their most precious
their
assets
most -precious
their employees.
assets - their employees.
We want this report
We to
want
be understood
this report toasbea understood as a
mirror that companies
mirror can
thatlook
companies
into to can look into to
understand how understand
they talk about
howmental
they talk
health
about mental health
today and how their
today
peers
and do.
how their peers do.
This report uses This
semantic
reportanalysis,
uses sentiment
the
analysis, the
established approach
established
for corporate
approach
reporting,
for corporate reporting,
but here applied but
to mental
here applied
health to
and
mental health and
wellbeing. The results
wellbeing.
are both
The encouraging
results are both encouraging
and alarming. Many
andcompanies
alarming. Many
are already
companies are already
doing a lot to foster
doing
theawellbeing
lot to foster
of their
the wellbeing
staff.
of their staff.
However, a few companies
However, adid
fewnot
companies
report ondid not report on
employee mentalemployee
health and
mental
wellbeing
health
at and
all. wellbeing at all.
We want to turn management’s
We want to turnattention
management’s
to this attention to this
blind spot. If thisblind
reportspot.
provokes
If this discussion
report provokes discussion
and makes management
and makes
think
management
differently about
think differently about
how they view mental
how they
health
view
and
mental
wellbeing,
health and wellbeing,
then we have already
then we
achieved
have already
our firstachieved
goal.
our first goal.
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Our second goalOur
is more
second
strategic.
goal isInmore
the strategic. In the
1990s, the Corporate
1990s,
Social
the Corporate
Responsibility
Social Responsibility
(CSR) movement(CSR)
was just
movement
starting was
and just
verystarting
few
and very few
annual reports cared
annual
to mention
reports cared
it. Today,
to mention it. Today,
nearly every company
nearlyreports
every company
on CSR reports on CSR
activities, there are
activities,
rankings
there
andare
indexes
rankings
and and
it indexes and it
is a common topic
is awithin
common
boardrooms.
topic within boardrooms.
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The longer-term goal
The longer-term
with this report
goaliswith
to set
this report is to set
the scene for rethinking
the scene
corporate
for rethinking
reporting
corporate reporting
with regards to employee
with regards
health
to employee
and wellbeing
health and wellbeing
- especially when- itespecially
comes towhen
mental
it comes
health.to mental health.
Employee wellbeing
Employee
must be
wellbeing
an important
must be an important
topic within the boardroom
topic within- the
andboardroom
reports like- and reports like
this can help make
thisthe
can
discussion
help makemore
the discussion more
quantitative. Ten quantitative.
years from now,
Ten we
years
would
fromlike
now, we would like
every company to
every
report
company
on the overall
to report
health
on the overall health
and wellbeing of and
theirwellbeing
employees,
of their
as they
employees,
now
as they now
report on EBITDAreport
or depreciation.
on EBITDA or depreciation.
At Soma we use At
artificial
Somaintelligence,
we use artificial intelligence,
smartphone technology
smartphone
and behavioural
technology and behavioural
science to improve
science
employees’
to improve
mental
employees’
health mental health
and wellbeing. But
and
wewellbeing.
also wantBut
to be
wethe
also want to be the
catalyst that helps
catalyst
companies
that helps
to transform
companies to transform
their workplaces their
into places
workplaces
whereinto
employees
places where employees
become healthier,become
happierhealthier,
and morehappier and more
productive. The Horizon
productive.
2020The
wellbeing
Horizon 2020 wellbeing
project, summarised
project,
at the
summarised
end of thisatreport,
the end
is of this report, is
a marvellous opportunity
a marvellous
for every
opportunity
company
forto
every company to
take part in that change,
take parttoday!
in that change, today!
Johann Huber
Co-Founder and CEO, Soma Analytics

Johann Huber
Co-founder and CEO, Soma Analytics
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Foreword
At Mind, we want to support a million people to
stay well and have good mental health at work
by 2021. In the last few years, we’ve seen
employers make great strides when it comes to
tackling stress and supporting the mental
wellbeing of their staff. More and more,
organisations are recognising that they depend
on having a healthy and productive workforce.
When employees feel that their work is
meaningful and that they are valued and
supported, they tend to have higher wellbeing
levels, be more committed to the organisation’s
goals and perform better. This report shows
that employers who are starting to take the
issue of workplace wellbeing more seriously
are also seeing financial results.
However, there is clearly still work to do when it
comes to breaking down stigma and providing
the type of open and supportive culture that
enables staff to be honest with managers
about their mental health, to access support
and to enjoy a healthy working life. In seeking
to move from rhetoric to reality, employers
must mainstream good mental health and
make it a core business priority.
Over 31 million people are employed in the UK
and changing the way that employers address
mental health in the workplace can have a
huge impact on everyone’s overall mental
health and wellbeing. We hope that the positive
results of this report encourage employers in
the UK to do more to promote good mental
health for their employees.
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Emma Mamo
Head of workplace wellbeing, Mind
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Marks And Spencer Group PLC Annual Report & Financial Statements
2016, Directors' Report: Governance, pages 75-76.
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Executive Summary
This inaugural report sets out to try to evaluate
the hypothesis that a healthier workforce is a
more productive one. Even though people
might think this is an obvious relationship,
collecting, comparing and analysing data is
anything but trivial. Soma Analytics, the
company behind the analysis, has undertaken
this endeavour to bring increased awareness
and transparency to mental health and
wellbeing and to serve as a benchmark in
coming years.
Within this report, researchers have analysed
more than 20,000 pages that make up the
2016 annual reports of all FTSE 100 companies. The methodology in use is semantic (or
‘word count’) analysis for terms such as ‘wellbeing’ and ‘mental health’. Furthermore, the
results have been clustered by company size,
revenue and industry, as well as by Glassdoor
rating. A statistical analysis of variance
between mental health and wellbeing count
and company profitability was also undertaken.
In conclusion, this report finds that the industries that focus most on wellbeing are the
utilities and pharmaceuticals sectors. The
media, construction and services sectors
focussed least on wellbeing. One in three FTSE
100 companies do not mention wellbeing in
their 2016 annual report, and almost three
in four do not mention mental health at all.
Companies with a lower than average Glassdoor ranking also mention mental health and
wellbeing less than on average.
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This report also finds a statistically significant
positive correlation between mentions of
wellbeing and a company's earnings before
tax. Even though not conclusive alone, all
these indicators combined can support the
hypothesis that the more a company cares
about the wellbeing and mental health of their
employees, the better their financial results.
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Section
1: Assessment
Section 1:
Assessment
Methodology
Methodology
Traditionally,
Traditionally, semantic
analysissentiment
has beenanalysis
used has been used
to
analyse
written
documents,
including the
to analyse written documents, including the
of public
annual reports ofannual
public reports
companies,
to companies, to
if the
toneisof a document is
understand if theunderstand
general tone
of ageneral
document
positive
or negative.
Sentiment
analysis has
positive or negative.
Semantic
analysis
has
also
been
used
by
financial
analysts
to
also been used by financial analysts to
interprettoannual
to better understand
interpret annual reports
better reports
understand
the company
outlook that
the For
company
the outlook that the
gives.
this gives. For this
“sentiment
purpose, special purpose,
“semanticspecial
word lists”
exist, word lists” exist,
which
can
be
used
to
undertake
such an
which can be used to undertake such an
analysis
(Loughranword
and lists).
McDonald word lists).
analysis (Loughran
and McDonald
thischosen
report we
have chosen a similar
In this report we In
have
a similar
sentiment
analysis
approach.
semantic analysis approach. However,
instead However, instead
sentiment
word
lists,words
we have chosen words
of semantic wordoflists,
we have
chosen
that identify
wellbeing,
that identify wellbeing,
especially
mentalespecially mental
wellbeing.
focus
on the words “wellbeing”
wellbeing. We focus
on the We
words
“wellbeing”
and
“mental
health”
and
their derivations (i.e.
and “mental health” and their derivations (i.e.
wellbeing,
well-being, well being).
wellbeing, well-being,
well being).
quite and
a unique
“Mental health” is“Mental
quite ahealth”
unique is
phrase
is phrase and is
rarely
used
in
a
different
context,
especially
rarely used in a different context, especially
within financial
reporting.
“Wellbeing”, however,
within financial reporting.
“Wellbeing”,
however,
can be contexts,
used in different
contexts, for example,
can be used in different
for example,
the “financial
wellbeing”
a company. In order
the “financial wellbeing”
of a company.
In of
order
to
control
for
this,
we
have
removed alternative
to control for this, we have removed alternative
meanings
from
thetocounts
meanings from the
counts in
order
only in order to only
count
wellbeing
context of the physical
count wellbeing in
the context
of in
thethe
physical
or mental
wellbeing of employees.
or mental wellbeing
of employees.
analysis
differs from classical
Our analysis alsoOur
differs
from also
classical
analysis where researchers
semantic analysissentiment
where researchers
differentiate
positive and negative
differentiate between
positivebetween
and negative
sentiment.
We
do
not
focus on the connotation
semantic. We do not focus on the connotation
the
words. We
indifferent as to whether
of the words. Weof
are
indifferent
as are
to whether
mental health
mentioned
mental health is mentioned
in aispositive
or in a positive or
negative
Thereport
key idea
negative way. The
key ideaway.
of this
is toof this report is to
measure
how
much
public
attention FTSE 100
measure how much public attention FTSE 100
companies
pay to
mental
health and wellbeing,
companies pay to
mental health
and
wellbeing,
notit ifpositively
they mention
it positively or negatively.
not if they mention
or negatively.
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in annual
the USA,
where annual reports
Other than in theOther
USA, than
where
reports
are
comparable
in based
structure,
are comparable in
structure,
being
on being based on
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the
10-k form,have
UK companies
have more
the 10-k form, UK
companies
more
freedom
to what,
where and how much
freedom as to what,
whereasand
how much
information
they
disclose
information they disclose on topics such ason topics such as
risk, strategy,
risk, strategy, performance,
etc.performance,
This is very etc. This is very
positive for
thiscompanies
analysis, since
positive for this analysis,
since
can companies can
what
they
on,to
and we wanted to
choose what theychoose
focus on,
and
wefocus
wanted
know
if
and
how
much
they
focus
on the health
know if and how much they focus on the health
of their-“biggest
asset” - their employees.
of their “biggest asset”
their employees.
However,challenges
it also brought
challenges because
However, it also brought
because
we many
had todifferent
bring the
many different annual
we had to bring the
annual
report
document
formats
into a
report document formats into a
machine-readable
machine-readable
format to performformat
our to perform our
analysis.
analysis.
Finally,
wethe
wanted
to testthat
the hypothesis that
Finally, we wanted
to test
hypothesis
healthier
employees
are more productive
healthier employees
are more
productive
employees.
Therefore,
we correlated wellbeing
employees. Therefore,
we correlated
wellbeing
mentions with
a company’s
mentions with a company’s
earnings
before earnings before
interest
and
taxes
(EBIT).
One might argue that
interest and tax (EBIT). One might argue that
the more
company
holds itself publicly
the more a company
holdsaitself
publicly
accountable
theemployees,
wellbeing of its employees,
accountable for the
wellbeing for
of its
the more
theycould
investlead
in it.toThis could lead to
the more they invest
in it. This
more
productive
employees
with fewer days off
more productive employees with fewer days off
work and more
with their
work and more engagement
withengagement
their
company,
company, ultimately
leadingultimately
to better leading
financialto better financial
used a linear
model and
returns. We usedreturns.
a linear We
regression
modelregression
and
did
not
control
profits
for
industry.
This
did not control profits for industry. This
regression
count
regression on word
count ison
notword
perfect
andisitnot perfect and it
several
flaws,
such as not discriminating
has several flaws,has
such
as not
discriminating
correlationHowever,
from causation.
However, the
correlation from causation.
the
results
may
give
an
indication
that the
results may give an indication that the
hypothesis
can actually
be backed by evidence
hypothesis can actually
be backed
by evidence
andcan
thatincrease
companies
increase their profits
and that companies
theircan
profits
byhealth
investing
in the
health of their employees.
by investing in the
of their
employees.
A full100
list of
the FTSEincluded
100 companies included
A full list of the FTSE
companies
in this
along with their sector
in this study, along
withstudy,
their sector
classifications
and individual
classifications and
individual results
is shown results is shown
in
the
Appendix,
page
15.
in the Appendix, page 15.
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Section 2: Research Findings

FTSE 100 Companies by Employee Headcount
According to the 100 annual
reports analysed, FTSE
100 companies employed
more than 5.7 million
employees worldwide in 2016.
The number of people
employed by each FTSE 100
company ranged from 0
employees at the Scottish
Mortgage Investment Trust to
585,000 employees at G4S.

Figure 1
Over 200,000 Employees

4

100, 000 - 200,000

11

50,000 - 99,999

20

10,000 - 49,999

37

1,000 - 9,999

21

Under 1,000

7

FTSE 100 Wellbeing Mentions
More than one in four FTSE
100 companies mentioned
‘wellbeing’ at least five times.
However, almost one in three
did not mention ‘wellbeing’ at
all.

Figure 2
10 and Above
5-9

7
18

1-4
0
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FTSE 100 Companies by Wellbeing Mentions
Average ‘wellbeing’ mentions
were highest within the utilities
(5.0) and finance, insurance
and real estate (4.5) sectors.
The media (1.3), construction
(2.0) and services (2.0) sectors
ranked lowest for mentions of
‘wellbeing’.

Figure 3
Utilities
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
Pharmaceuticals
Retail & Consumer Goods
Manufacturing
Travel & Leisure
Mining, Oil & Gas
Services
Construction
Media

”
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4.0
3.5

StatisticalStatistical
analysis of
analysis of
investment
in mentalin mental
investment
health and
wellbeing
on
health
and wellbeing
on
profits profits
3.5

2.9

2.3

2.0

2.0

1.3

In order to investigate
the hypothesis
thatthe
a hypothesis that a
In order
to investigate
company’s performance
is linked
with employee
company’s
performance
is linked with employee
mental health and mental
wellbeing,
we and
havewellbeing,
conducted
health
weanhave conducted an
analysis of variance
(balanced
single
factor
analysis of variance (balanced single factor
ANOVA). We have ANOVA).
combinedWe
thehave
number
of mental
combined
the number of mental
health and wellbeing
mentions
and examined
health
and wellbeing
mentions and examined
whether a meaningful
relationship
between
the
whether
a meaningful
relationship
between the
numbers of mentions
(independent
variable)
and
the
numbers of mentions (independent variable) and the
company’s gross profits
(dependent
variable)
exists
company’s
gross profits
(dependent
variable) exists
and if this relationship
statistically
significant.
and is
if this
relationship
is statistically significant.
For the ANOVA analysis
have used
a balanced
For thewe
ANOVA
analysis
we have used a balanced
design and split companies
into
two
groups: into two groups:
design and
split
companies
companies that mentioned
thethat
words
“mentalthe words “mental
companies
mentioned
health” or “wellbeing”
twice
less (49 companies)
health”
or or
“wellbeing”
twice or less (49 companies)
and more than twice
(51
companies).
The
and more than twice (51numbers
companies). The numbers
of mental health and
wellbeing
mentions
were
of mental
health
and wellbeing
mentions were
added to create a single
mentalindicator
health of mental health
addedindicator
to createof
a single
and wellbeing mentions,
as mental
health alone
is
and wellbeing
mentions,
as mental
health alone is
still surrounded bystill
stigma,
causing
many
surrounded by stigma, causing many
companies to shy companies
away from reporting
on it.
Thereporting on it. The
to shy away
from
cut-off value of twocut-off
mentions
the median
valuerepresents
of two mentions
represents the median
of wellbeing
mentions
and allows
for an and allows for an
Figure number
4
number
of wellbeing
mentions
almost even split (49:51).
almost even split (49:51).
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FTSE 100 Mental Health Mentions
Almost three in four FTSE 100
companies did not mention
‘mental health’ at all within
their annual report.

5.0
4.5

10 and Above

1

The results are astounding:
companies
in the high
The results
are astounding:
companies in the high
wellbeing mentions
group reported
almost
three
group
reported almost three
5-9wellbeing
3 mentions
times more profit on
average.
Companies
that
times more profit on average. Companies that
mentioned mental
health or wellbeing
two times
or
mental
or wellbeing
two times or
1-4mentioned
22 health
less reported a mean
of £563
billion,
whereas
lessprofit
reported
a mean
profit
of £563 billion, whereas
those that mentioned
mental
health or wellbeing
0those
that mentioned
mental health74
or wellbeing
more than two times
reported
mean
profits
of
more than two times reported mean profits of
£1,431 billion. The£1,431
results billion.
are statistically
significant
The results
are statistically significant
(p = 0.03).
(p = 0.03).
While taking into consideration
the limitations
While taking into
consideration the limitations
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performance. Theyperformance.
are therefore They
a strong
indicator a strong indicator
are therefore
that investment in that
mental
health and
wellbeing
paysand wellbeing pays
investment
in mental
health
off considerably. off considerably.

RELX Group Annual Reports and Financial Statements 2016, Corporate
Responsibility,
page 46.
Discussion

Discussion

We had hypothesised
that hypothesised
a relationship that
exists
We had
a relationship exists
between wellbeingbetween
reportingwellbeing
and profitability
and
reporting
and profitability and
based on the following
assumptions:
based on the following assumptions:
1. A company that1.
sees
value in their
employees’
A company
that sees
value in their employees’
mental health and mental
wellbeing
will likely
invest more
health
and wellbeing
will in
likely invest more in
initiatives fosteringinitiatives
positive mental
health
and
fostering positive mental health and
wellbeing.
wellbeing.

FTSE 100 Companies by Mental Health Mentions

Average ‘mental health’
Figure 5
mentions were highest within
2. Healthier employees
performemployees
better, which
in turn
2. Healthier
perform
better, which in turn
the utilities (1.3) and
Utilities
leads to increasedleads
organisational
financial
to increased organisational financial
Pharmaceuticals
1.0
pharmaceuticals (1.0) sectors.
performance.
performance.
0.9
Services
Seven of the 10 sectors
0.8
Media
included within this report 3. Following the old saying “do good and talk about
3. Following
the &old
saying
“do good and talk about 0.8
Finance,
Insurance
Real
Estate
mentioned ‘mental health’ it”,
lesswe assume that organisations investing in
Manufacturing
it”, we assume that organisations investing0.4
in
than once on average, withemployee
the
Travel
Leisure
health and
wellbeing
are
more
likely to are more0.3
employee
health
and& wellbeing
likely to
construction sector not report on it, leading to higher numbers
0.2
Mining, Oil
& Gas
of higher
mental
report on it, leading to
numbers of mental
Retail & Consumer Goods
0.1
mentioning ‘mental health’health
at
and wellbeing
mentions.
health
and wellbeing mentions.
Construction
0.0
all.

”
1.3

In short, mental health
or wellbeing
mentions
are an mentions are an
In short,
mental health
or wellbeing
implicit measure ofimplicit
corporate
investment
in
measure
of corporate
investment in
employee health and
that thishealth
is reflected
in this is reflected in
employee
and that
increased profitability.
increased profitability.

FTSE 100 Glassdoor Rating

The average company rating
Of course, ourFigure
lineOf
of6course,
reasoning
notof
bulletproof
ourisline
reasoning is not bulletproof
across all companies listed
and our analysis cannot
definitively
establish
a
and our
analysis cannot
definitively
establish a
by Glassdoor1 is 3.3.
causal relationshipcausal
between
investment
in
mental
relationship
between investment
in mental
4.0 and Above
8
Eight FTSE 100 companies
health and wellbeing
on the
hand and
health
andone
wellbeing
on financial
the one hand and financial
36
3.5 - 3.9
were rated 4.0 or above,
performance on the
other.
performance
on the other.
while 20 were rated below
3.0 -a3.4
A number of other Afactors
influence
company’s
number
of other
factors
influence a company’s 34
3.0.

financial performance
moreperformance
directly,
financial
2.5 -confounding
2.9 more directly, confounding
17
our analysis. For example,
the FTSE
100 companies
our analysis.
For example,
the FTSE 100 companies
Under 2.5
3
operate across different
sectors
markets,
which
operate
acrossand
different
sectors
and markets, which
NA
/
Blank
2
have a significant effect
their relative
financial
have aon
significant
effect
on their relative financial
performance. Furthermore,
we
have
used
the
performance. Furthermore, we have used the
absolute value for absolute
earnings value
beforefor
tax,
which could
earnings
before tax, which could
give rise to the alternative
that larger
give riseexplanation
to the alternative
explanation that larger
Mental Health and Wellbeing FTSE 100 Report
2017
companies are more
likely to report
larger
earnings
companies
are more
likely
to report larger earnings
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FTSE 100 Companies by Glassdoor Rating
FTSE 100 mining, oil and
gas sector employees gave
their employers the highest
average Glassdoor rating of
3.52. Services sector
employees rated employers
lowest at 2.93.

Figure 7
Mining, Oil & Gas

3.52

Pharmaceuticals

3.47

Retail & Consumer Goods

3.42

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate

3.42

Media

3.40

Travel & Leisure

3.30

Manufacturing

3.30

Construction
Utilities
Services

3.25
3.19
2.93

”
BT Group PLC Annual Report 2016, The Strategic Report, page 34
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Statistical analysis of
investment in mental
health and wellbeing on
profits
In order to investigate the hypothesis that a
company’s performance is linked with employee
mental health and wellbeing, we have conducted an
analysis of variance (balanced single factor
ANOVA). We have combined the number of mental
health and wellbeing mentions and examined
whether a meaningful relationship between the
numbers of mentions (independent variable) and the
company’s gross profits (dependent variable) exists
and if this relationship is statistically significant.
For the ANOVA analysis we have used a balanced
design and split companies into two groups:
companies that mentioned the words “mental
health” or “wellbeing” twice or less (49 companies)
and more than twice (51 companies). The numbers
of mental health and wellbeing mentions were
added to create a single indicator of mental health
and wellbeing mentions, as mental health alone is
still surrounded by stigma, causing many
companies to shy away from reporting on it. The
cut-off value of two mentions represents the median
number of wellbeing mentions and allows for an
almost even split (49:51).
The results are astounding: companies in the high
wellbeing mentions group reported almost three
times more profit on average. Companies that
mentioned mental health or wellbeing two times or
less reported a mean profit of £563 billion, whereas
those that mentioned mental health or wellbeing
more than two times reported mean profits of
£1,431 billion. The results are statistically significant
(p = 0.03).
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While taking into consideration the limitations
discussed below, the results paint a surprisingly
clear picture of the relationship between mental
health and wellbeing mentions and corporate
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performance. They are therefore a strong indicator
that investment in mental health and wellbeing pays
off considerably.

Discussion
We had hypothesised that a relationship exists
between wellbeing reporting and profitability
based on the following assumptions:
1. A company that sees value in their employees’
mental health and wellbeing will likely invest more in
initiatives fostering positive mental health and
wellbeing.
2. Healthier employees perform better, which in turn
leads to increased organisational financial
performance.
3. Following the old saying “do good and talk about
it”, we assume that organisations investing in
employee health and wellbeing are more likely to
report on it, leading to higher numbers of mental
health and wellbeing mentions.
In short, mental health or wellbeing mentions are an
implicit measure of corporate investment in
employee health and that this is reflected in
increased profitability.
Of course, our line of reasoning is not bulletproof
and our analysis cannot definitively establish a
causal relationship between investment in mental
health and wellbeing on the one hand and financial
performance on the other.
A number of other factors influence a company’s
financial performance more directly, confounding
our analysis. For example, FTSE 100 companies
operate across different sectors and markets, which
have a significant effect on their relative financial
performance. Furthermore, we have used the
absolute value for earnings before taxes, which could
give rise to the alternative explanation that larger
companies are more likely to report larger earnings
and also report on more diverse issues, including
mental health and wellbeing.
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Appendix: FTSE 100 Companies
Sector
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Company ratings on Glassdoor are determined by recent employee feedback. Glassdoor calculates company ratings using a

proprietary ratings algorithm, with an emphasis on recency of reviews.
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Join Horizon 2020 Today
What is Horizon 2020?
By coupling research and innovation, Horizon
2020 provides an emphasis on science,
industrial leadership and tackling societal
challenges.
The EU has awarded Soma Analytics the
responsibility for conducting the largest study
of its kind, looking at reducing stress in the
workplace via a smartphone application.
At Soma, we ensure that we are using the
highest-quality science in our products,
which are science-backed and
evidence-based.
Who can participate?
Organisations with more than 1,000
employees that are based within the UK and
Europe can benefit from participation in the
trial.
What are the beneﬁts of participating?
Soma’s HR analytics dashboard helps
employers to reduce the costs associated
with employee absenteeism, presenteeism
and turnover, while its smartphone app helps
to increase employee resilience, productivity
and engagement.
The number of employees at high risk of
mental ill health has been shown to reduce by
60% within 28 days, and other outcomes
include:
●
●
●
●

soma
analytics

14% reduction in perceived stress
13%improvement of sleep quality
11%overall wellbeing improvement
£400,000 estimated savings per year
for 2,000 employees

Want to find out more?
Please visit: www.soma-analytics.com/H2020.
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About Soma Analytics
Soma Analytics is a health-tech company
based in the UK and Germany. With its artificial
intelligence-driven employee smartphone app
and HR analytics, it is the “smart way to
beat stress at work”. Soma helps companies
worldwide to have a happier and more
engaged workforce and lower the cost of
stress-related absenteeism, mental ill health
and loss of productivity.
@SomaAnalytics

Soma Analytics

www.soma-analytics.com
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